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ABOUT ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA 
 
Rochester, Minnesota is best known as the home of Mayo Clinic, the 
largest integrated not-for-profit medical group practice in the world. But 
the city's attractions, charms and must-see sights go beyond the clinic, 
including outstanding dining, diverse shopping, beautiful parks, and live 
entertainment. Whether visiting for medical appointments, leisure 
travel, business occasions, or weddings, the hotels--from luxury hotels 
to our family-friendly properties--get you access to this great city. 
 
Kahler's Downtown Rochester hotels are uniquely positioned to allow 
easy access to the best the city has to offer. Just a short walk away 
from the region's best shopping at the Grand Shops, mere seconds  
from an array of dining destinations ranging from casual to upscale, and 
located directly adjacent to Peace Plaza and Mayo Clinic, our hotels 
place you in the heart of the finest Rochester, MN attractions. 
 
Check out these links for more information.  
 

Shopping  Dining 
Clinics  Area Attractions 
Ballrooms Catering Services  
Charming Southern Minnesota Offsite Venues 
 

In addition to premier Rochester luxury hotels and family friendly hotels 
by Mayo Clinic, Downtown Rochester is home to a variety of restaurants 
near Mayo Clinic, including CB3 Burgers & Brews, Martini's, Lord Essex, 
the Grand Grill and Salute Wine Bar and More. Each of these 
destinations — along with others — is easily accessible from Kahler's 
centrally located hotels, providing a wealth of options for breakfast, 
lunch, dinner and late night dining.  
 
ABOUT KAHLER 
 
Kahler   represents   complete   commitment   to   exceptional service. 
Decades of uncompromising service have left their mark on Kahler, a 
brand that combines the grace and elegance of the past with an exciting 
new vision for the future. 
 
Kahler's Hotels extend the following: 

 
• Offer more than 100 newspapers from around the world 
• Are connected to Mayo Clinic via  climate-controlled skyway 

and underground concourse 
• Feature Rochester's largest meeting facilities -  which include 

three ballrooms and 14 breakout rooms for more than 30,000 
square feet of flexible space 

• Welcome business and leisure travelers, foreign dignitaries, and 
patients of Mayo Clinic 

• Offer a rooftop indoor pool and hot tub with city views 
• Serve as the premier "home away from home" for patients their 

families in Rochester 
• Connected to the newly expanded Mayo Civic Center via climate controlled skyway 

 
 

http://www.kahler.com/areaguide/grand-shops
http://www.kahler.com/areaguide/nearby/shopping
http://www.kahler.com/areaguide/nearby/dining
http://www.kahler.com/areaguide/nearby/clinics
http://www.kahler.com/areaguide/nearby/areaattractions
http://www.kahler.com/meetingsevents/weddings
http://www.kahler.com/meetingsevents/catering-services
http://www.kahler.com/meetingsevents/countryside-event-venues
http://www.kahler.com/cb3
http://www.kahler.com/martinis
http://www.kahler.com/lord-essex-1
http://www.kahler.com/the-grand-grill
http://www.kahler.com/salute
http://www.kahler.com/subwayskyway
http://www.kahler.com/subwayskyway
http://www.kahler.com/subwayskyway
http://www.kahler.com/meetingsevents/facilities
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MORE ABOUT KAHLER'S COLLECTION OF HOTELS 
 

Four of our Rochester hotels are directly connected to the Mayo Clinic via climate-controlled pedestrian skyways and 
underground concourse. Our staff are expertly trained to provide exceptional service and experiences. The Kahler mission 
is to serve with all of our heart, offering standout hospitality, excellent dining, and fulfilling any needs that might arise 
during a guest’s visit. 

 
Dine, drink, shop and explore from our centrally located hotels in Rochester, featuring some of the city’s best bars and 
restaurants, a wide range of shopping and dining options to make your stay comfortable and convenient. When you stay 
with Kahler, you will enjoy convenient access to the best Rochester has to offer! 
 
THE KAHLER GRAND HOTEL - A GRAND DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE 

 
With 616 well-appointed guestrooms and suites near Mayo Clinic, 
30,000 square feet of onsite meeting space, renowned dining and 
direct access by skyway and underground concourse to the world- 
famous Mayo Clinic, the Kahler Grand is a premier hotel in Rochester, 
Minnesota. It is convenient for business, medical and leisure travel. 
Ideally located in the downtown area, extending a wide array of 
personalized services, the Kahler Grand is the top-rated choice among 
downtown Rochester hotels! 

 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
The Kahler Grand Hotel is home to a wide variety of guestroom types 
and rates, all with spacious working desks, complimentary Wi-Fi, many 
with High Def Flat Screen TVs, as well as in-room movies and in room 
dining. 

 
DINING 
Dine without leaving the hotel at one of our onsite restaurants, 
including The Grand Grill for home-style Minnesota traditional comfort 
food menu favorites, our very own full bar at Martini's, fine steak dining 
at Lord Essex as well as an onsite Starbucks. 

 
MEETINGS AND EVENTS  
Poised for meetings and events for all types of events ranging from 
large conventions to a special occasion, the Kahler Grand Hotel boasts 
30,000 square feet of flexible space across 14 rooms, which include 
three ballrooms. 

 
Click here for more information on The Kahler Grand Hotel. 

 
KAHLER INN & SUITES 

 
The Kahler Inn & Suites, a gem among Mayo Clinic hotels in Rochester 
is the convenient and affordable choice in Mayo Clinic hotels. All guests 
enjoy the ease of close proximity to 2,800 expert doctors and scientists 
and over 45 medical and surgical departments across six multi-specialty 
centers. 
 
Onsite, guests stay in 271 newly renovated rooms and enjoy a variety 
of amenities: complimentary full breakfast buffet, an indoor pool and 
hot tub, a family arcade room, gourmet hamburgers with adult style 
milkshakes at CB3, complimentary Wi-Fi and shuttle service to area 
clinics. 

 
Click here for more information on the Kahler Inn & Suites. 
 
 
 

http://www.kahler.com/lodging
http://www.kahler.com/dining
http://www.kahler.com/dining
http://www.thekahlerhotel.com/meetings
http://www.thekahlerhotel.com/
http://www.kahlerinnsuites.com/mayo-clinic-guests
http://www.kahlerinnsuites.com/accommodations
http://www.kahlerinnsuites.com/accommodations
http://www.kahlerinnsuites.com/overview/shuttle
http://www.kahlerinnsuites.com/
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MARRIOTT ROCHESTER MAYO CLINIC AREA 
 
Experience firsthand the recent transformation of the Rochester 
Marriott Mayo Clinic Area. Connected to the Mayo Clinic, the hotel offers 
easy access to Mayo Clinic via climate-controlled underground 
pedestrian walkways and skyway. Featuring luxurious bedding and 
HDTV's, our newly remodeled rooms offer a wealth of upscale 
amenities including complimentary wireless Internet access. Indulge 
in shopping at University Square or set out for adventure with biking, 
fishing, and horseback riding nearby. Minneapolis-St. Paul is an easy 
day trip from Rochester. Business travelers working with Mayo Clinic 
or other area companies will enjoy spacious guest rooms with well-lit 
work areas. The hotel has an executive style boardroom ideal for 
smaller meetings. On site dining at Salute Wine and More – featuring 
authentic Northern Italian cuisine and a fine wine collection. 
 
Click here for information on the Marriott Rochester Mayo Clinic Area. 
 
RESIDENCE INN MARRIOTT 
 
Discover the newly renovated Residence Inn Rochester Mayo Clinic 
Area, the ideal choice for families visiting the Mayo Clinic. It combines 
the familiar comforts of home with passionate guest service whether 
your stay is for one night or thirty. Relax in your choice of 89 spacious 
with studio, one, and two-bedroom options. Only 9 miles from the 
Rochester International Airport (RST) and providing direct access to 
the world-famous Mayo Clinic via the climate-controlled pedestrian 
walkways and skyway. In addition, the hotel is also centrally located 
to St. Mary’s Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital. Nearby 
attractions, include Mayowood Mansion, Assisi Heights, and Silver Lake 
Park. 
 
Click here for more information on the Residence Inn Marriott.  
 
KAHLER APACHE 
 
Ideally located within minutes of Apache Mall and the world renowned 
Mayo Clinic, Kahler Apache hotel in Rochester, MN is a welcoming, 
family-friendly home base for leisure and business travelers alike. A 
premier choice among Rochester hotels, Kahler Apache offers 149 
comfortable guestrooms and suites, and complimentary shuttle service. 
Families love our onsite waterpark, spacious guestrooms, 
complimentary Wi-Fi, easy access to downtown businesses, and an 
array of family activities in Rochester. 

 
When staying at the Kahler Apache Inns, take advantage of the close 
proximity to celebrated area attractions, including Mayowood Mansion, 
Olmsted County Fairgrounds, Plummer House of the Arts and Graham 
Arena. For added convenience, Rochester International Airport is just 
eight miles away. 
 
Click here for more information on the Kahler Apache. 
 
POSITION SUMMARY 
 
The Director of Catering and Conference Services (DOCCS) is responsible for the solicitation, planning and execution of 
catering events for the Kahler Hospitality Group. The DOCCS recognizes opportunities to maximize revenues by up-selling 
and offering enhancements to create outstanding and memorable events. This positon is also responsible for the oversight 
of the catering and conference services team by providing leadership and motivation, while making the team accountable 
for their revenue goals. The DOCCS is also responsible for maximizing revenue through effective contract negotiation and 

http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/rstmc-rochester-marriott-mayo-clinic-area/
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/rstri-residence-inn-rochester-mayo-clinic-area/
http://www.kahlerapache.com/accommodations
http://www.kahlerapache.com/accommodations
http://overview/waterpark
http://www.kahlerapache.com/
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accurate forecasting. Will be responsible for the wedding and social markets. This position requires a ‘hunter’ mentality, 
with strong capability to expand and grow existing accounts while driving new business to Kahler Hospitality Group portfolio.  
 
The catering is currently comprised of the following positions*: 

• Senior Catering Manager 
• Conference Services Manager 
• Corporate Catering Manager 
• Catering Coordinator 

*These positions may change reflecting the changing needs of the hotel. 
The DOCCS will report directly to the Director of Sales and Marketing. This position is a property onsite position. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: 
 
• Banquet menu development with the Director of Food & Beverage and the Executive Chef; periodically review and 

adjust catering menus to ensure product and vision consistency. 
• Work with the Director of Sales and Marketing on developing promotions and collateral. 
• Coordinates with Banquet Manager to supervise preparation, presentations, and service of food and beverage to 

ensure the highest quality at all times is being delivered as promised to the clients. 
• Expected to achieve individual catering and conference services booking goals, but also to motivate the team to 

achieve their individual booking goals and to achieve all combined budgets.  
• Track all leads (lost and turndown). 
• Develop professional and trusted relationships with existing and new clients. Plan for and execute inside/outside calls, 

site visits, in house events that promote catering, with prospective clients, Third Parties and other intermediaries. 
• Conduct research on prior bookings, solicit repeat bookings and manage account relationships. 
• Develop and implement annual catering budget and specific marketing plans for assigned market segments. 
• Participate in scheduled RevMax meetings to review prospects, tentatives and definite and pace to meet catering 

revenue goals. 
• Develop conference and convention services marketing plan, goals and strategies.  
• Implement effective marketing plans for generating catering revenues; work closely with Group Sales to sell menus 

which meet the client's needs and maximize revenues.  
• Actively participate in industry related organizations (NACE, MPI), community/civic activities to maintain awareness 

within community and to create booking opportunities.  
• Review and revise Catering Department guarantee sheets, weekly events sheets. Formulate and make revisions to 

annual and monthly forecasts. 
• Prepare monthly forecast of sales and catering bookings and their effect on food and beverage.  
• Performs other duties as requested, such as attending outside V.I.P. parties and social events.  
• Work in tandem with the Director of Sales in Marketing to open dates for Free Sell for Catering Functions in 

Conjunction with Group Sales. 
• Participate in Sales Team meetings to review policy, procedure, client events, and team discussions. 
• Understand the strengths and weaknesses of hotel, and of competitor hotels. 
• Communicate all account information to hotel departments to ensure superior execution and customer service to your 

clients. 
• Solicit new and existing accounts to meet and exceed revenue goals through telephone prospecting, outside sales 

calls, site inspections and written communication.  
• Develop and conduct persuasive verbal sales presentations to prospective clients.  
• Communicate both verbally and in writing to provide clear direction to all departments in the hotel to ensure high 

quality of service to customers.  
• Prepare correspondence to customers, internal booking reports and file maintenance.  
• Participate in daily business review meeting, pre-convention meetings, training and other sales-related meetings as 

required.  
• Advance knowledge of market trends, competition and key customers of the hotel.  
• Comply with attendance rules and be available to work on a regular basis.  
• Perform any other job related duties as assigned. 
• Work with F&B Director and Banquet Manager to establish policy standards, procedures, operational guidelines and 

service manual. 
• Tour and inspect banquet and meeting space on a daily basis, report necessary repairs.  
• Work in conjunction with other departments to ensure functions go according to plan as outlined on the BEO 

(Banquets, Kitchen, Beverage, Front Desk, and Accounting).  
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• Assure that accounting has properly completed credit applications for all groups requesting to be direct billed and 
collect deposits.  

• Give overview of weekly events to staff, sales department, and food and beverage meetings and answer questions.  
• Schedule and lead daily BEO and weekly Resume Meetings.  
• Take responsibility for accurate pick up information and cut off dates for all groups.  
• Accurately complete procedural forms as needed on a timely basis (catering change notices, Amenity orders, VIP 

notices, purchase orders, group resumes, and credit applications, lost business reports).  
• Identify trends, research the competition's products, services and pricing and use to develop strategic business plans. 

 
REQUIRED ATTRIBUTES 
 
• A minimum of 3-5 years’ previous hotel catering sales experience (multi-property preferred) and a proven track record 

of consistent success. 
• Appropriate combination of education and experience to support on the job effectiveness will be considered. 
• Experience with multiple hotel brands (Hilton, IHG, Marriott, etc.) is highly preferred. 
• Solid understanding of the sales process and passion for business development through direct sales, with proven 

track record for sales success. 
• Polished appearance and demeanor, with exceptional verbal and written communication skills. 
• Confidence in representing the hotel within various business settings, and ability to connect quickly and effortlessly 

with potential clients. 
• Energy and capability for continued self-motivation, with intrinsic competitive drive to achieve. 
• Delphi and / or CI/TY experience preferred. 
• Computer literacy, with ability to easily navigate database, browser, email, document and spreadsheet applications, 

as well as purchasing software and related programs. 
• Exceptional service orientation, with keen ability to focus and deliver on guest needs. 
• Reliable and responsible character, with exceptional follow up and attention to detail. 
• Ability to work effectively as an independent contributor, and as a part of a collaborative team. 
• Flexibility and availability to work extended or irregular hours to include nights, weekends and holidays. 
• Ability to travel periodically on behalf of the Company. 
• Must be able to move, lift, carry, push, pull, and place objects weighing less than or equal to 50 pounds without 

assistance. 
• Must be able to reach overhead and below the knees, including bending, twisting, pulling, and stooping. 
• Must be able to stand, sit, or walk for extended periods of time. 
• Must be able to move about hotel premises frequently to team and collaborate with other employees. 

 
PRIORITIES FOR FIRST THREE MONTHS 
 

1. Become knowledgeable on the hotel portfolio, specifically the function space. 
2. Create a plan to maximize Catering and Room Rental revenues. 
3. Identify new opportunities to grow the Wedding and Social market segments; create new collateral and wedding 

packages.  
4. Assist with development and improvement of current menus.  
 

If this could be a great opportunity to extend your professional reach, please respond though the 
SearchWide website or email your resume to the following SearchWide Executive:  

 
Elizabeth McHeffey, Recruiter | SearchWide  

www.searchwide.com | mcheffey@searchwide.com 

732-598-5766 (mobile) 

 
About SearchWide 
SearchWide is a full service executive search firm primarily for companies in the travel, tourism and convention, and hotel and lodging 
industries. We specialize in C-Level, Director and Management level executive searches for companies ranging in size from Fortune 500 
corporations to mid-sized public and private companies.  

http://searchwide.com/candidates/submit-resume/
http://www.searchwide.com/
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